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STUFF
large storage locker 
areas are created in 
ground floor levels be-
cause micro living is 
only possible for Amer-
icans if we deal with all 
the shit we own

CARS
stacker parking snakes through 
the undercroft at a 0.5 to 1 park-
ing ratio.  electric cars are shared 
through a collaborative platform 
as vehicles are dispensed from 
the mechanical trays

PUBLIC
dynamic public space lives 
under the squonuts connect-
ing the neighborhood streets 
a becoming a place for mak-
er spaces, skateboarding, 
casual uses, and views of the 
trains

GREEN
the active horizontal surface 
areas are maximized for ag-
riculture, play, habitat, and 
views.  maximum rain water 
storage and flood protection 
is leveraged by raising up off 
the ground and storing water 
on site

ASSETS
places to work, make, store, sell, 
play, grow, sunbath, socialize, 
eat, buy, squat, rip, smoke, plant 
or chill are integrated to the site- 
sometimes right outside your 
window

DENSITY is tolerable only through ASPECT
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Co-Housing is only possible when every member keeps their per-
ception of privacy and individuality.  The Squonut model creates 
replicatable households that through daylight orientation, gives every 
bedroom unit a unique view and unique assets. Personal Aspect 
becomes the salvation to sharing your life and space with a bunch 
of people you may not really like. Assets immediately adjacent to 
your space gives your living situation connection and purpose. The 
collage of these elements creates a community of open possibilities 
that breaks the pattern of confined and compromised group housing

SQUARE DONUTS
are not a gimmick, but an 
effecient model of re-engi-
neering a staple for optimum 
packaging and efficiency

and we like donunts!

FLIP
mechanical and services 
feed from below rather than 
above create openspace 
on the top where we can 
use and exploit the roofs

SQUONUT RECIPE:
 *find 14 compatible individuals who 
are community oriented but still keep to 
themselves

*provide well day-lit bedrooms with stor-
age for privacy, and view into courtyards 
or out to the mountains

*add large kitchen and eating space

*add living/working/gathering space

*add large outdoor deck connecting on 
to adjacent greeen roofs

*repeat each household 11 times and 
achieve density of 98 du/beds per acre.
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